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Abstract. In recent years the number of rehabilitation patients all over the 
world is rapidly increasing as society ages and stroke and dementia spread. 
Continuous rehabilitation helps physical and mental maintenance and recovery. 
However, the recovery process involves hard and dull work which can result in 
the patient abandoning the treatment. This problem requires a solution both ef-
fective and agreeable. Nowadays, cognitive exercise therapies are widely used 
to combine mental and physical function recovery. We introduce touch panel 
ad-hoc developed games into this therapy, motivating the user to actively par-
ticipate in the rehabilitation and making the whole process reliable and days 
touch screens are commonly used in daily life, re-moving the need for an initial 
learning stage. This makes touch screens a perfect inter-face for people all ages, 
even if their mobility is reduced. In this paper, a prototype touch screen rehabil-
itation system based on cognitive exercise therapy is developed. Two applica-
tions are used to ensure rehabilitation reliability: Whack-a-Mole and Simon 
games. A usability evaluation test is employed to assess system’s effectiveness. 
Additionally, two different touch screens were used, tested and evaluated. 

Keywords: Rehabilitation, Touch screen, Cognitive exercise therapy, Usability 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years the number of rehabilitation patients all over the world is rapidly in-
creasing as society ages and stroke and dementia spread. Continuous rehabilitation 
helps physical and mental maintenance and recovery. However, the recovery process 
involves hard and dull work, which can result in the patient abandoning the treatment. 
This problem requires a solution both effective and agreeable. Today, cognitive exer-
cise therapies are widely used to combine mental and physical function recovery. We 
introduce touch panel ad-hoc developed games into this therapy, motivating the user 
to actively participate in the rehabilitation and making the whole process reliable and 
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days touch screens are commonly used in daily life, removing the need for an initial 
learning stage. This makes touch screens a perfect inter-face for people all ages, even 
if their mobility is reduced. In this paper, a prototype touch screen rehabilitation sys-
tem based on cognitive exercise therapy is developed. Two applications are used to 
ensure rehabilitation reliability: Whack a Mole and Simon games. A usability evalua-
tion test is employed to assess system’s effectiveness. Additionally, two different 
touch screens were used, tested and evaluated. 

2 Application for Experiments 

Cognitive exercise therapy is a rehabilitation method, which have the cognitive cycle, 
"See" → "Confirm" → "Think". This therapy should make patients self-conscious 
about this cycle in continuous rehabilitation naturally. Experiments test this cycle on 
visual game using hand stroking. Two kinds of applications were created for experi-
ments. The first application is a mole game. The effectiveness of the rehabilitation is 
reported about this game. (See Fig.1) [1][2].  

 

 

Fig. 1. Mole game 

Second application is a Simon game. Rehabilitation patient is likely to be aware of 
the cognitive cycle this game. (See Fig.2) 

The game process is a memory task game and a game screen has a narrow visual 
area. Hand stroke is short and the Recognition factor is greater than the exercise fac-
tor. Players can concentrate to the game task. Therefore participants work that cycle 
naturally. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Simon game 
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3 Evaluation of Experiment 

Second application is a Simon game. Rehabilitation patient is likely to be aware of the 
cognitive cycle this game. (See Fig.2) Usability evaluation method is used in the 
evaluation of experiment. In addition, subjects are 9 male and female healthy. All 
subject's extremities are no problem healthy. Mean age is 20.6 and standard deviation 
is ± 1.26. NEC touch panel and touch panel acrylic was prepared for comparison. 
Capacitive sensor is used in acrylic touch panel. Optical sensor is used in NEC 
touch panel.  

3.1 Experimental Task 

Table 1 shows the subject tasks in the experiment of Mole game. The subjects wore a 
weight band in Task2 and Task4. This band weight is 500g. Subjects wore the domi-
nant hand. Those tasks are test of the simulated rehabilitation. This weight is to simu-
late the handicap of the arms.  

Table 1. Task of Mol game

 

 
Player pushes the button color to order. The order of pushed button was repro-

duced. After that, player must reproduce that order by pushing the buttons. As the 
game progresses, the number of buttons to be pressed increases. Screen of Simon 
game experiment is fig.3. This is the start screen, which arranges 5 color buttons 
round. One push is one point. Game clear Score is at 10 points then Task is over. If a 
player made a mistake in the middle, Score is reset to 0. In this case, player must re-
start a game from start screen. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Simon game detail 
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3.2 Experimental Results of Mole Game 

We asked players 5 factors question. There are 'Favorite', 'Operatively', 'Continuity', 
'Response' and 'Visibility'. Impression result is shown fig.4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Impression result of Mole game 

3.3 Experimental Results of Simon Game 

We asked players 5 factors question. There are 'Favorite', 'Operatively', 'Continuity', 
'Response' and 'Visibility'. Impression result is shown fig.5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Impression result of Mole game 

4 Conclusion 

An evaluation experiment was conducted. Proposal rehabilitation systems was com-
pared, are using a Simon game and Mole game. These games are effective in rehabili-
tation. However, we have not done the experiment for the elderly. This research has to 
interview to occupational therapists. This is next step. The touch panel using the opti-
cal sensor was better. However, these systems are still inadequate according to the 
cognitive exercise therapy. These systems are important "feeling touch" with the cog-
nitive exercise therapy. By experiment's result, the touch panel ideal is a tactile sensor 
type for rehabilitation system. For the future, we will experiment with a variety of 
touch panel interface. 
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